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Telos® Corporation empowers and protects the world’s most security-conscious organizations with solutions for cyber, cloud, and enterprise security.






















TSA PreCheck®
enrollment services
Telos is an authorized provider for TSA PreCheck® enrollment services for travelers.
Learn more…



















Xacta®
Enterprise software platform for cyber risk management, monitoring, and reporting
Learn more…



















IDTrust360®
Certified digital identity cloud system supports millions of enrollments and authorizations
Learn more…



















Telos Advanced Cyber Analytics
Actionable intelligence to defend against advanced cyber threats
Learn more…























IBM Security AGS + Xacta
Automating and centralizing ITRM operations across the enterprise
Learn more…



















Telos Ghost®
Network service that hides users, devices, and data
Learn more…



















Secure Networks
Federal IT contractor with mission knowledge, strategic partnerships, and a qualified team
Learn more…



















Explore
More Telos offerings…
More Telos offerings…
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Is Network Security Still Relevant in a Zero Trust World?








Bill Nystrom • March 19, 2024








In an age where cyber threats loom large over national security and the digital infrastructure of the defense sector, the adoption of the Zero Trust model has emerged as a strategic imperative. This paradigm shift, away from traditional perimeter-based defenses to a more dynamic, data-centric approach, is redefining the contours of the global cybersecurity industry.
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Cybersecurity News in Review








Robert DuPree • March 14, 2024








This week’s Cybersecurity News in Review includes coverage of the Biden Administration’s cybersecurity budget proposals for next year for DoD and CISA, confirmation that CISA has been hit by a cyberattack, and the NSA’s just-released guidance on zero trust network maturity for DoD and the defense industrial base. 
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Examining the Evolution of Security Regulations








Olive Santillan • March 12, 2024








How does translation figure in security content? Like language, regulations are not static; regulatory bodies release periodic updates, and Xacta® content moves to match these changes. Imagine a fully populated project, laden with artifacts and process steps filled to the brim with collected data. It’s on Rev 4, and Rev 5 comes along. You wouldn’t want to have to start with a clean slate. It would be great if you could reuse as much data as you can where it’s relevant. This is where Xacta is an enormous time-saver for our customers. 
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